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Thank you for visiting the Snap-on Diagnostic Product Forum.You are now NOT logged in to the registered account. Some functions of the Snap-on Diagnostic Product Forum will not be available to you if you are not logged on as a registered member. For a limited time only, the Snap-on Diagnostic
Product Registration Forum for Snap-on Diagnostic Products Forum is !! Free!! Select the **REGISTER NOW** link to register your FREE Snap-on Diagnostic Product Forum account!! 07-22-2018, 03:07 PM Junior Members Join Date: Dec 2014 Diagnostic Tools: MT2500 Posts: 23 Solus Pro EESC316
2016 Updated Hello, I saw what appeared to be a good deal on the 2016 EESC316 Solus Pro Updated kit that came with 15+ keys, some TOY adapters, other cables, charging stations, some other items with paperwork and original cases. However I wondered because I have a Blue-Point Microscan III
with adapter obd1 kit and cable If there is any upgrade point to the EESC316 Pro Solus? (I now have only three vehicles, two OBD1s and one OBD2) Occasionally helps others diagnose their vehicles but does not require scanners regularly. I also have a Snap-On MT-2500 with 10 cartridges and some
obd1 adapters for Ford and Chrysler. The microscan OBD1 (kit) grey adapter is incompatible with the black and red obd1 snap-on adapter. What are the different things there in upgrading to EESC316? I have never used or become accustomed to other Snap-On scanners besides MT-2500. Microscan is
a relatively basic scanner that can be used with both obd2 and obd1 vehicles. Last edited by user00293; 07-22-2018 at 05:32 PM.. 07-23-2018, 12:45 AM Senior Member Join Date: Jan 2011 Location: SoCal Diagnostic Tool: Verus Edge, GM TECH 2, Bosch M-VCI, EFI Live, HP Tuners, Golden Stirring
Spoon Specialty: Drive ability, General Repair, Professional Instigator Posts: 843 That the unit has been stopped and no longer updated Unsure what your ideas are about a good deal. It is similar in red brick function but with the ability to do newer cars. Microscan 3 is a code reader with the ability to
show some live data. I have no directional control Bi or the ability to graph like a scanning tool can be. 07-23-2018, 07:08 AM Banned Join Date: Nov 2012 Diagnostic Tool: Solus Posts: 2,942 2016 updates are all the scanners ever got before support for it was stopped. Just make sure Solus Pro is in
perfect working conditions, because it is no longer supported by repairs or parts, and isn't sure if anyone in the United States is even left that rebuilds the battery If something happens to the software, and it cannot be recovered, it will only be wheel chocolate, because you cannot use software from other
units that separate like you can often with (as long as the MT2500 Prom is updated to handle the upcoming Y2K computer chips meltdown and upcoming Black Ops cartridges ) 07-23-2018, 05:50 PM Senior Members Join Date: Dec 2007 Location: Great White White Diagnostic Tools: Dice Diagnostics
&amp; Magic Wand Posts: 2,441 Quotes: Originally Posted by Witsend 2016 updates are all scanners ever got before support for it was stopped. Just make sure Solus Pro is in perfect working conditions, since it is no longer supported by repairs or parts, and it is uncertain if anyone in the United States is
even left that rebuilds the battery If something happens to the software, and it cannot be recovered , it will only be a wheel chock, because you cannot use software from other units that separate like you can often with the MT2500s (as long as the MT2500 Prom card has been updated to handle the
moisture of the upcoming Y2K computer chip and the upcoming Black Ops cartridge) Solus-PRO has the option to back UP TO C CARDF in the machine itself. A very intelligent provision that should be standard with any software-driven device, but unfortunately, it's not often available (although IT
SHOULD-!!!) 07-23-2018, 09:43 PM Junior Members Join Date: Dec 2014 Diagnostic Tool: MT2500 Posts: 23 It's not too promising Sellers asking for $345.00 or best deals. thought I would just stay with Microscan III because I recently found an OBD1 adapter kit and a cable for it. Most OBD2 scanners
with live reading really don't do more than cell phones running the OBD2 app like for example OBD Fusion. The modual cost of Elm327 wifi is $5.00 and the Android app is $2.99. (Actually have better visuals with graphs, diagnostics and other functions than most OBD2 scanners.) Can be used with any
android device. ----------------------------------- Blue-Point account for whatever reason the Microscan OBD1 gray adapner engineered to simply work with a Microscan scanner. The Snap-On red and black adapter obd1 is not compatible with the Microscan scanner. Appearances are the same but Blue-
Point/Snap-On must slightly change wiring inside the gray obd1 adapter. Microscan Pro has an OBD1 kit that uses a 15-pin d-sub cable to a 15-pin d-sub cable seems the same as it used with many Snap-On scanners including MT-2500. The Microscan III OBD1 cable uses a smaller D-sub connector to a
standard 15-pin d-pin connector. Microscan Connector III OBD Anyway I found a Microscan Pro OBD1 kit on eBay that was supposed to work with my Microscan III as I bought from their Microscan III OBD1 cable. I think Microscan III is primarily in competition with users OBD1/OBD2 scanner with live
readings as produced by Innova, etc. There are two Microscan scanners, Microscan Pro (EESP717) and Microscan III (EESP720). In addition to obedient connectors and options they are, I'm not sure what the difference is. Both should have support for OBD1 vehicles. EESP717 has a battery



compartment while it does not include a battery with EESP720 that requires an OBD or USB connection for power. « Previous Thread | Next Thread » Rules Of Post You can't send new threads may not send replies You cannot publish attachments You cannot edit your HTML code post is Off All the time
is GMT -7. The time now is 04:10 PM. LINCOLNSHIRE, IL - Diagnostic Snap-on has introduced a new SOLUS PRO Scanner that gives its consumers a competitive edge in the ever-growing automotive repair industry. Designed for extended battery life, high-speed and ergonomic performance, SOLUS
PRO will allow users to service more cars with famous Snap-on scanner coverage and problem solver information, said Gerry Beronja, director, global marketing, Snap-on Diagnostics. Scanning tools are needed on more and more repairs per day and SOLUS PRO provides all the power and information
you need to get the job done properly and accurately the first time. SOLUS PRO delivers VIN-specific coverage for various models from more than 30 vehicles made. The new scanner provides the depth of the problem code, data parameters, bidirical testing and Fast-Track Troubleshooter repair strategy.
Snap-on says SOLUS PRO is a source for information when there is no code present. The troubleshooter has symptom tips that present step-by-step instructions along with live data readings and tests. This is an ability that helps reduce diagnostic time and confirms repairs. SoLUS PRO features include
rechargeable batteries and charging stations, easy-to-read backlit color displays, replaceable display shields, membrane style buttons with a sense of touch, USB and mini USB ports for printing, input devices, flash drives and PC connections, CompactFlash expansion slot, a list of 25 previous vehicles, a
taskbar featuring vehicle identification, 2,000 frame film captures, internal clocks, adapters and OBD-II keys, 11 OBD-I adapters needed for 1996 and later, user documentation CDs, Fast-Track DVD references, hand DVDs training and The scanner comes standard with domestic and Asian software and
all adapers needed for 1996 and newer vehicles. An optional adaptiser kit is available for complete coverage back to 1980. For advanced BMW, Mercedes and VW/Audi, European software activation and adapter kits are also available. You Read a Free Preview Page 8 to 12 not shown in this preview.
You Read a Free Preview Page 16 to 24 isn't shown in this preview. You Read a Free Preview Page 32 to 36 not shown in this preview. You Read a Free Preview Page 40 to 51 not shown in this preview. You Read a Free Preview Page 55 to 62 not shown in this preview. You Read a Free Preview Page
66 to 77 not shown in the preview Your Read Free Preview Pages 81 to 84 are not shown in this preview. Preview. Preview.
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